570 E. Arrow Hwy., Suite G
San Dimas, CA 91773
Your Printing is important to you...
Customer Satisfaction is Important to us!

(909) 592-5039
Fax: (909) 592-5012

Are your checks secure enough???
YOUR Safety security features are our #1 concern!
We offer at NO EXTRA CHARGE:

- VOID background printed on face of check- attempted photocopying will cause the words “VOID” to
become visible noting a forgery!
- Micro printed border- attempted photocopying will cause the type to plug or fade away noting forgery!
- Visible & Invisible Fibers imbedded in paper stock.
- Stain indicators to indicate the use of solvents used in any forgery attempt.
- Toner Fuse II- bonds laser toners to paper stock.
- Artificial Watermark- indicates a protected document on endorsemant side of check.

How much are you paying for your CHECKS?

*

Ask for a FREE, NO OBLIGATION QUOTE/COST COMPARISON
Compare features and pricing and you will see the difference!

We offer BIG DISCOUNTS!
Take advantage of our every day savings!

Also....

*

ENVELOPES!

In popular sizes- #10 business, #9 return, regular & window styles

Also available: 6x9, 9x12 and 10x13 in catalog (open side) or booklet (open top) styles
Take advantage of large quantity discounts and FREE storage!
We’ll ship them when you need them!

Questions? We’ll be happy to help YOU!

(909) 592-5039, email: tim@canyonprint.com
Fax: (909) 592-5012

ADD NEEDED SECURITY FEATURES TO YOUR CHECKS
FOR NO or LOW COST!
Compare your company’s check safety features. Do they have:
- Visible or invisible paper fibers?
- Chemical or stain indicators?

- A Watermark?
- Copier toner fuse?

- Copy or scan resistance?
- Thermochromatic Ink?

For little, or NO COST, these safety features can be utilized on your company’s checks
to protect against forgery & fraud!
For a no obligation quote or consultation regarding your company’s check & envelope needs
CALL:
a Division of

ACTUAL CHECK FEATURES:
“VOID” Background Pantograph

When copied or scanned, the words “VOID” appears.
Try it!

Microprint Border & Endorsement lines
The superfine type that make up the border or line will become illegible when copied or scanned!

* Several paper stocks to choose from for added security:
- Docucheck Ghost- Artificial watermark printed on reverse side of check.
- Docucheck Watermark- True watermark embedded in paper.
- Docucheck Custom Watermark- Custom, true watermark embedded in paper.
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(custom only)

- Sequential numbering on endorsement side of check
- Thermochromatic (Heat sensitive) ink seal

